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Introduction
This paper [1] endeavours to detect ██████. While I found the title and topic of the paper
appealing, I must confess disappointment both because I feel the method is unclear, and the only
graphic of the paper is poor. Statistical graphics, what Edward Tufte calls 'Beautiful Evidence' [2]
can be very powerful and illuminating. The current manuscript need some major revisions.

Merits

score: 3.0 / 5 .

The main merit of [1] is to try to propose a ███████.

Critique
1.1

score: 4.8 / 5 .

Assumptions of the Bootstrap

[1] states (page 9): "there is no need for computationally intensive processes, such as bootstrapping,
to make assumptions about the data". I disagree. Since the bootstrap is sampling with replacement
[3], it implicitly assumes that all the potential values of the data have been observed: "this method
of generating the sampling distribution of a statistic essentially assumes that the sample cdf is the
population cdf" [4]. In other words, every █████ where a ███████ is in the sample! This
is a rather strong assumption: it basically assumes that detection probability of █████ is
perfect, and the sample we have is not a convenience sample. While the detection probability of

██████ may be close to one in █████ , this may not be the case elsewhere. This strong
assumption should be discussed more. Currently, detection probability is mentioned briefly in the
introduction and quickly dismissed on page 8, with the premise that the authors' approach is freed
from any assumptions, when in fact it makes a strong one. There are always data generating
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mechanisms, some more complicated than others. What the bootstrap circumvents is to make
assumptions about the sampling distribution of a statistic, not to make assumptions about the data.
1.2

Bootstrapping and Posterior Inference

The bootstrap as presented in [1] is confusing. I think that the authors can't save a bit of notation to
clarify their method. Please see attached pdf for optimal display of the equations.
1.3

False Absences and Detection Probability

The authors are discussing false absences, and linking it correctly to detection probability. Then
they conclude that the latter is no issue with their method because they randomly subsampled the
data. There is some confusion about what the bootstrap does (see attached pdf), but it seems strange
to conclude of robustness when the assumption of random sampling has never been tested properly
and was assumed throughout. On page 6, I don't think that the authors have "simulated [...] false
absences". They have merely sub-sampled the observed data. Moreover, sampling is typically not
random with presence-only data! Any sub-sampling procedures should try to mimic this in a
realistic way. This issue is linked to that of detection probability, which is not discussed enough.
See for example [7,8,9], for a discussion of the analysis of presence-only data. I don't think the
proposed methodology is addressing this issue properly.
1.4 ███ methods
The only figure is rather disappointing. I think the proposed ██████ is too conservative. In
the univariate case, a rule of thumb to assess statistical significance between two independent
means is that their error bars should not overlap more than half the length of one arm [10].
Interesting work has been done in the univariate case, and additional refinement for multivariate
data would be much welcome! This is a line of investigation that would be very useful, and in my
opinion would correspond to the title of the paper. As it stands, the proposed ██████ is in all
likelihood overly conservative. This is no small defect in the context of ██████ !
2.1 Running title:
I'm afraid I find the running title meaningless. Statistical significance is the probability of finding a
statistics as least as extreme as the observed one under the null. What is the null hypothesis for
███?
2.2 page 3: what is a "poor dataset"?
2.3 page 9: "Furthermore, knowing that a change in █████ is statistically significant is a vital
first step before trying, erroneously, to imply causation to a pattern that is actually non-significant".
This ignores the literature about the shortcomings of statistical significance [11,12,13,14,15]. The
authors seems to succumb to a fallacy; to paraphrase [16] "a lack of statistical significance statistical insignificance - is easily though often mistaken to show a lack of cause and effect when in
fact there is one". I can't disagree more with [1] on this sentence. I fail to see any vital point in
establishing statistical significance. Practical significance, what are the ecological consequences of
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██████, is the crucial point; and not, to paraphrase Sir Harold Jeffreys, "that a hypothesis that
may be true may be rejected because it has not predicted observable results that have not occurred".

Discussion

score: 4.5 / 5 .

I think the authors should change the focus of their analysis to directly simulate the sampling
distribution of the difference between the CoG observed two decades apart. That is, the parameter
of interest should be directly: Delta(CoG) = CoG_obs,2 - CoG_obs,1. The bootstrap could be used
to simulate the sampling distribution of this statistics, and then to compare how extreme is the
observed value. Weights informed by how the data were collected could be incorporated in the
analysis. In my opinion, more, not less, assumptions would strengthen the analysis.
As it stands, the paper is confusing. I think that the authors should provide for example R code to
make their research reproducible. Finally, one could also use a bivariate normal distribution to
estimate CoG and use the existing R package ellipse to directly compute confidence ellipse. This
approach may also enable to study more ecological relevant aspect of ████ such as ███. An
abstract construct like the CoG is likely to lie in the middle of ████ for ███, which is
unfortunate. A contour of land masses would have been nice on the figure. I very much encourage
the authors to further develop ████ to assess statistical significance.
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